The molecular-beam magnetic-resonance method has been applied to study the radiofrequency spectra of the molecules D2 and HD, in the state J=1.All the measurements were made in applied magnetic fields large enough to decouple the angular momentum vectors concerned. ' 'N a previous note' we described experiments -which indicated the existence of an electrical quadrupole moment of the deuteron. In this paper we shall present a more complete report of these and further experiments and of their interpretation.
The molecular-beam magnetic-resonance method has been applied to study the radiofrequency spectra of the molecules D2 and HD, in the state J=1.All the measurements were made in applied magnetic fields large enough to decouple the angular momentum vectors concerned. ' 'N a previous note' we described experiments -which indicated the existence of an electrical quadrupole moment of the deuteron. In this paper we shall present a more complete report of these and further experiments and of their interpretation.
It is hardly necessary to emphasize the particular importance for nuclear physics of the presence of an electrical quadrupole moment in the deuteron. Indeed, when these experiments were started there was no question of investigating such a quadrupole moment, because current theory predicted, under the assumption of central forces between the proton and neutron, that the deuteron is in a 'Sl state which possesses no electrical dipole, quadrupole nor higher moment. The implication of the quadrupole moment is that the forces between proton and neutron in the deuteron are not "central. "
Since the publication of the first note on the deuteron quadrupole moment the question has received theoretical discussion by a number of charge distribution. In a molecule the field arises from the other nuclei as well as from the electrons.
The quantum theory of the effect of a nuclear quadrupole moment on atomic energy levels was given by Casimir. ' A similar theory for molecules can be constructed along analogous lines. The part of the energy operator which concerns the quadrupole moment of a nucleus is, according to Casimir, 2 J(2J -1)i(2i -1). (1) Q is the magnitude of the nuclear quadrupole moment and is given by Q= (3s' r')"-, and the average is taken over the nuclear charges for the state which has the largest component of the spin i in the s direction. The origin is at the centroid of the nucleus. The quantity g = (Z~(3 cos' 0~-1)/Rl, ')A, . The sum is taken over all of the molecular charges except the nucleus under discussion. The electrons contribute negatively. This average is taken over the state of the molecule which has the greatest component of its angular momentum J along the s direction. RI, is the distance of the kth element of charge from the nucleus in question. J and i are the molecular and nuclear angular momentum operators. 0A, is the angle which RI, makes with the s axis. The factor (qe) is the average of O'V/Bs' where V is the electrostatic potential at the nucleus.
The evaluation of our experimental results will give us the value of the product gQ. Unlike the atomic case there is no empirical information like fine-structure splitting from which the molecular g can be evaluated. One must' fall back on theoretical calculations from molecular wave functions to obtain q. Hence the value of Q must result partly from a calculation of g.
Since the effect of artificial external electric fields on a nuclear quadrupole moment is not measurable at present because of its very small size, it is impossible to measure quadrupole electric moments as directly as nuclear magnetic moments. The existence of a nuclear quadrupole moment is therefore at present an inference from ' H. B. G. Casimir, "On the interaction between atomic nuclei and electrons, " Prize Essay published by Teyler's Tweede Genootschap (1936) .
However, see E. Teller, Phys. Rev. S'7, 556(A) (1940) . the manner in which certain energy levels are shifted with respect to one another. In our experiments these shifts are of the same nature, in their manifestation, as those due to the magnetic dipole-dipole interaction between the two nuclei, and must therefore be disentangled from this type of interaction. However, this is not difficult, as we know the magnitudes of the magnetic moment of the proton and the deuteron and the internuclear distance.
A quadrupole moment effect is relatively large in our experiments whereas in atomic hyperfine structure studies the effect is generally small.
For atomic deuterium in the ground state the effect vanishes because it is an S state for which q is zero. In excited states the effect would be smaller than the natural width of the energy level due to radiation damping. In general, in the atomic case, the quadrupole effect is superposed on the large interaction between the nuclear magnetic moment and the magnetic field produced by the electrons. These fields may be of the order of 10' gauss. In the D~and HD molecules which are the subject of our study these fields are well under 50 gauss. Since our resolving power is about 10' times as great as with optical methods we can measure the effects of even the small magnetic fields in the molecule. The quadrupole effect is therefore relatively great because the gradient, "q, " of the electric field which interacts with the quadrupole moment is of the same order of magnitude in molecules as in atoms.
METHOD
These investigations were carried out by the molecular beam magnetic resonance method.
The main features of this method as . applied to gases were described in a previous paper" to which we will refer as I.
All of the spectra in paper I were observed in the following way: The radiofrequency oscillator was set at a definite constant frequency fo and the molecular beam intensity was observed as a ' By resolving power we mean the smallest absolute interval in wave numbers in which two lines can be resolved, that is we mean Av rather than Av/v. ' I. I. Rabi SD ---'(H" +H"'); = p@/pD = 0.440/0. 855 = 0.515;
H" = {pg)/r')Ay 7 H"' = ( -5e frq/4')). 
In the section called theory we will derive expressions for the nine energy levels (given in Fig. 1 .
The complete lack of correspondence between the experimental and predicted curves is somewhat starQing, especially so when one recalls how well the theory fits the case of H2. As is evident from the figure it was expected that the six-line D2 spectrum would fall within the wings of the deep central minimum arising from the state J=O, since the ratio of the depths of the small to the large minima is 1 to 7.
It was suspected that the discrepancy between theory and experiment was due to a quadrupole moment of the deuteron.
The apparatus was remodeled to increase the resolving power for a more accurate study of the phenomenon. It was shown in paper I that the resolving power of our apparatus depends upon the length of time that the molecule remains under the inHuence of the radiofrequency field.
In fact, the minimal half-width (width,~H, in
"N. F. Ramsey, Jr. , Phys. Rev. 55, 59$ (1939) . A set of energy levels which accounts completely for these lines will be developed in the section called "Theory of energy levels" of D2. The only assumption in addition to those made for H2 is that a nuclear electric quadrupole interacts with the molecular electric field. The nine energy levels for D2 in the first rotational state gauss at half-depth) for a transition without any fine structure is given by dH=hIv/pL where L is the length of the radiofrequency field and v is the velocity of the molecule traversing the field.
At the time the experimental curve of Fig. 1 was taken the path of the molecules in this field was 2.7 cm. We calculate for this length of field and for Dg at 80'K the minimal half-width of a line as predicted by the above equation to be about 30 gauss. By increasing the length of the radiofrequency field to 13.5 cm this minimal halfwidth can be cut down by a factor of 5.
The apparatus was accordingly lengthened. The deflecting magnets were separated enough to allow for a homogeneous field 15 cm long. This magnet and its radiofrequency field wires were also used in the experiments of paper I. d. This result was used to show that of the static magne ic e t' fi lds are reversed, the asymmetry is reverse . is the deuteron magnetic moment is positive. are given in Table I which is complete up through the third order of the perturbation theory expanded about the strong field levels. The terms in H' and 5~to the first power are the first-order perturbations produced by the three types o interaction mentioned above. These terms are independent of fie)d and remain even in the presence of a large applied field. The terms C2 and C~' are second-order terms which are inversely proportional to Hand therefore vanish in high fields. They arise because of incomplete Paschen-Bac effect or incomplete decoupling of the tota The experimental procedure for taking this curve is similar to that for the other data except that for this case particular attention has to be paid to the magnitude of the deflecting and refocusing fields. In the HD molecule the deflections are chiefly due to the large proton moment so that if a very large deflecting field is used to affect the motion of the molecule by action on the smaller deuteron moment the excursions produced by the proton moment are so large that the refocusing conditions are not good. Therefore a compromise is sought before the data is taken for one curve.
The column labeled "Fxperimental" in Table   IX represents the average of two sets of data for D in HD at the one frequency.
In the section called "Theory of energy levels of HD" we will derive expressions for the eighteen energy levels of HD in the first rotational state on the assumption that there are three types of interaction to consider, i.e. , spin-orbit interaction of the deuteron with the magnetic field of the molecular rotation at the position of the deuteron and the similar type for the proton, with interaction constants @~II'~and 2pgH'g, spin-spin interaction of the deuteron with the proton with interaction constant S= (2pppn/Sr')A"and the interaction of the deuteron quadrupole moment with the gradient of the electric field with inter- (Table III) for D2.
The simplest procedure to follow in the analysis of this spectrum is to estimate the values of the constants in the theory from the experimental values of the constants obtained with H2 and D2 and then to use these constants to predict the positions of the spectral lines. If this procedure proves successful in predicting the observed lines we will automatically have an identification of the lines with the quantum numbers of the transitions between energy levels. Once such an identification has been made we can reverse the process and calculate the values of the constants from the experimentally determined line positions. This direct intercomparison of the constants for the three different molecules is possible because the internuclear distances are almost identical.
In fact, the values of (r ')A" for H2 and HD differ by only 1 part in 400. This enables us to make an excellent estimate of S'=(2pp/Sr')~, 13. 64--gauss. Since the electron densities of these molecules depend primarily on the nuclear charge and the internuclear distance, the gradients of the electric field with which the quadrupole moment of the deuteron interacts will The value of 5S" may be estimated from (7in/r') = (7ili/7ip) (H")H2 = 10.45 gauss. These constants substituted in the expressions given in Table X yield the predicted perturbations listed in Table XI . It is there evident that the "Total" predicted perturbation is in excellent agreement with the experimental value. The assignment of the quantum numbers to the experimental lines is therefore accomplished.
The line expected at -1.98 gauss is completely hidden by the central minimum. The other eight minima are clearly resolved and can be used to form eight simultaneous equations for evaluating the two constants H'i and S" (see Table X ). of the external field on the deuteron and rotational magnetic moments, respectively. The third term is the "spin orbit" interaction of the deuteron magnetic moments with the molecular rotation, and the coupling constant II' has the significance of the magnetic field produced by the rotation at the location of the nuclei. The fourth term is the familiar dipole-dipole interaction between the two nuclear magnets.
The last term represents the effect of the nuclear quadrupole moment and is summed over both nuclei. The quantity q has a meaning similar to that of Eq. (1).
In the appendix it will be shown that for identical nuclei the fourth term may be written as
where I is the total spin for both deuterons, which is 1 in our case, and i I, the spin of the individual nucleus, is also 1. The factor in curly brackets is therefore -', . It will also be shown that for the case of total spin I=1, the summation in Eq. (2) In an infinitely strong field (complete PaschenBack) the diagonal elements of 3C give the value of the energy levels of the molecule. These diagonal elements are given by the formula (see appendix)
. (5) when we set I=1 and J=1.
If FI is not infinitely great these formulae hold only approximately and must be corrected for the effect of the off-diagonal matrix elements. The energy levels including their perturbations are listed in Table I From this form it appears that a quadrupole moment effect cannot be distinguished from dipole-dipole interaction between the two nuclei.
For purposes of . convenience we will write I2uzP/Sr' --, 'e'qQI as (2pD/5)(H"+H"'), where H" =go/r', and H'"= 5e'qQ/4tJD. IZ" an-d H"' "' We are indebted to Dr. Nordsieck for bringing this to our attention.
where i i and i2 are the proton and the deuteron spins, respectively, and II'p and H'& the spin orbit constants for the proton and deuteron which need not necessarily be the same; mp, m~, and m& are the magnetic quantum numbers of the proton, deuteron, and rotation, respectively.
We may write 3(ig r)(i2 r)( The quadrupole moment of the deuteron is calculated from the results of the fourth column. We precede this calculation with a discussion of the determination of the sign of the moment.
In the detailed discussion of the nuclear spectrum of D2 To calculate Q the value of q must be inserted.
Nordsieck" has calculated the quantity q' = 1/R' "A. Nordsieck, Phys. Rev. 5'7, 556(A) (1940 i.e. , a given value of 3s'/r', the larger nuclei should have larger quadrupole moments. Moreover, more than one nuclear charge may contribute to the moment. In fact for the heavier nuclei some of the quadrupole moments are so large that this must necessarily be the case. It would perhaps be more revealing to consider Q/Z rather than Q itself for purposes of comparison.
It may be of interest to calculate the quantity 3s'/r' which is a rough measure of the departure of the deuteron from spherical symmetry. We write 3z'/r' = 1+Q/r'. For r' we take the average squared distance of the proton from the centroid of the deuteron. This quantity calculated from the deuteron wave function" is 2.38X10 ". 
(2I -1) (2 I+3) For the special case of D2, i&=i&=1, I=1, the first parenthesis of 13 is equal to -1. Thus it is seen that the combined effect of the two deuterons is equivalent to that of a single spin of unity with a quadrupole moment of opposite sign. 
These elements are evaluated for D2 by setting I = J = 1.
In the case of HD there is no total spin angular momentum. We multiply up the expression in the bracket of the right-hand side of Eq. (7) The perturbations of the energy levels of Eqs. (5) and (8) 
INTRODUCTION
H ILE the general characteristics of secondary emission from pure metals have been well established, there is lack of agreement among investigations as to the depth at which the secondary electrons originate and as to the relative effects of the work function and the characteristic production of secondaries within the metal. Secondary emission is generally assumed to be dependent on the surface work function through which the electrons must escape and on the production and absorption of electrons within the metal, these two effects being independent and characteristic of the particular meta1.
Treloar' concludes that a su%ciently thin film of a foreign material on a metal acts chiefly to alter the work function, the emission from the ' L, R, G, Treloar, Proc, Phys. Soc, 49, 392 (1937) .
thickness of barium deposited on tungsten, he found an increase in the secondary emission as the work function was 1owered to that of barium, the production of secondaries still occurring mostly in the tungsten. At greater thickness of barium fi1m more of the secondaries originated in the film, which has a smaller production than that of tungsten, and the emission decreased, resulting in a maximum in the curve.
The thickness at which half the emission came from the film and half from the base metal he estimated as 1.4 atomic layers, the mean depth of origin of secondaries from 300-volt primaries. Coomes' has not observed this maximum for thorium on tungsten, but Bruining' has observed it for barium on molybdenum. He found that the photoelectric emission also reached a maximum for the same thickness of barium, indicating that these changes were due in part to the decreasing work function. From experimental work with rough surfaces and from an experimental value of the absorption coefficient,
